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General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will  not write any answer 

on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper. 

 Write in neat and clean handwriting. All  questions are compulsory. 

Q.1 Choose the correct answer : -     (Any – 10)          [ 1 x 10 = 10 ]        

    a) Which of these is the equivalent fraction for 
18? 

(i) 
216  (ii) 

25                       (iii) 
45  (iv) 

28 

     b)  
2448  =  

8
 ? 

            (i) 16               (ii) 24                     (iii) 13             (iv)19 

      c)  5.071 = __________ 

           (i) 
507110               (ii) 

50711000                  (iii) 
5071100           (iv) 

507110000 

      d) 900 km ÷ 30 = _______km. 

           (i) 930              (ii) 30                      (iii) 630           (iv) 830 

      e) 18 L × 2  = __________L. 

          (i) 20                 (ii) 36                       (iii) 46            (iv) 92 

       f)  Area of a rectangle = ________sq. units. 

          (i) side x side     (ii) length x breadth    (iii) side x breadth   (iv) length x breadth x side. 

      g) The ________ of the bar graph explains the information displayed in the graph. 

          (i) title                 (ii) axis               (iii) bars            (iv) colour. 

     h)  There are _________ axes for every bar graph. 

         (i) 3                       (ii) 2                    (iii) 4                  (iv) 5 

     i) How many metres are there in 3 kilometres. 

         (i) 30                      (ii) 300             (iii) 3000              (iv) 3 

     j) Which digit is in the tenths place of 6.789 ? 

       (i) 6                           (ii)  7                (iii) 8                     (iv) 9  

     k) In 8,72,456 ; 2 is in the _________ place. 

         (i) ten thousands  (ii) thousands  (iii) lakhs             (iv) tens 
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  l) The Roman numeral for 51 is ________ 

        (i) LI                         (ii) L                   (iii) XXI                  (iv) LV 

    m) Ruchita is nine years old and weighs 35 ……………….  
         (i) g                         (ii) kg                   (iii)  l                    (iv) m 

     n) 10 mm = ________ 

         (i) 1 cm                   (ii) 1 dm           (iii) 1 km               (iv) 2 m 

     o) 100 cm = ___________ 

           (i) 1 m                    (ii) 10 m          (iii) 1 km               (iv) 15 mm 

Q.2 Fill in the blanks : -                                                                                                    [ 1 x 5 = 5 ] 

a. Write the fraction which has 5 in the denominator and 3 in the numerator …………….. 
b. Perimeter of square of side 2 units is _________. 

c. Loss = ________ - selling price. 

d. A fraction is part of a _________. 

e. Perimeter of  a rectangle = ___________. 

Q.3  Do as directed :-                                                                                                    [ 1 x 30 = 30 ]  

(i) 2 km 482 m + 3 km 9m 

(ii) 5 m 18 cm x 8 

(iii) 2 L 106 ml ÷ 9 

(iv) 4 L 108 ml x 6 

(v) 8 kg 400g – 2 kg 425g 

(vi) 5 kg 870g + 1 kg 575g 

(vii) Convert to metres – 6 cm 

(viii) Convert to kilometres – 48 m 

(ix) Convert to litres – 500 ml 

(x) If SP = 476 rs and CP = 500 rs , then there is a ________. 

(xi) Expand the following decimals – 13.09  

(xii) Add  :-    6+ 
14 

(xiii) Fill in the missing values =     
35 = 

6
 

(xiv) Give the first two equivalent fractions :   
35 

(xv) 2397.64 (convert this to fractions) 

(xvi) 
912 – 

312 = _______ 

(xvii) Length = 36 mm , Breath = 40 mm , Area = ? 

(xviii) CP = 4rs , Profit = 3rs , Loss = 0rs , SP = ? 

(xix) Convert improper fractions to mixed fractions :- 
349  

(xx) Convert the mixed fractions to improper fractions : - 4
29 

(xxi) Convert :- 17 kg = __________g. 

(xxii) Convert :- 800 mg = _________g. 
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(xxiii) Convert :- 5000g = _________kg. 

(xxiv) Find the quotient: – 33 m 99 cm ÷ 3 

(xxv) Find the product :- 33 km 507 m x 9 

(xxvi) Write as decimals :- 75 rs 30 paise. 

(xxvii) What is the perimeter of a triangle  of sides 12 cm, 5cm, and 13cm? 

(xxviii) Write the decimal fractions  :  8000 + 500 +   5100 
(xxix) Calculate the selling Price :  CP = Rs.125 , Profit =Rs. 50. 

(xxx) Solve :     
23 + 

13 

Q.3 Solve the problems : -                                           [ 2 x 10 = 20] 

a. 6
37– 2

27                     b.        16 +
37 

c. What will CP be , if SP = Rs.899 and loss = Rs.41 ? 

d.      Km           m            cm                            e.      g            mg             f.        L                ml 

      16          950           15                                      3             625                    900          225 

 

    + 17         180           70                                    x                  7                  -     700       150 

    ____________________                           ______________            _______________ 

  g.  Find the Perimeter of the figure. 

       4cm     

 

                       9cm                          9cm 

                                   

                                         4cm 

 h.    Find the Perimeter of the square : -  Side = 7 m. 

 i.      Write two equivalent fractions for the following :-    (i) 
37               (ii)  

511 

J.      Arrange in ascending order :     
19 , 

113 , 
130 , 

14 

Q.4 Solve the word problem :-    

(i) A man brought 2 goats for  Rs.359  each. He sold one for Rs.1340  and the other for 

Rs.1056 . Find his total gain/loss. 

(ii) A tortoise travelled 3 m 24 cm on the first day and 1 m 30 cm on the second day. 

How far had the tortoise travelled altogether. 

 (iii) The capacity of a perfume bottle is 375 ml. Find the total capacity of 20 such  

        perfume bottles. 
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        (iv) 10 burfis of area 32 sq. on each are arranged on a tray. Find the area of the tray. 

        (v) Study the bar graph representing the number of toys available at shop and answer  

              the following questions. 

 
 

a. What is the total the number of teddy bears? 

b.Which toy is available in the maximum number ? How many? 

c. Find the total number of toys in the toy shop. 

d.How many puzzles are available in the shop? 

e.The number of helicopters =50.write true or false. 
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